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I know there is some sweet irony in my questioning of the value of free career advice when I have also been giving away through my blog posts. But what worries me really isn't the fact that it's free, it's the quality of advice (or lack thereof) many self-reported career experts are coming out and the fact that many job
seekers have a hard time saying the good of the bad. During job search, you should always search for multiple data points to corroborate or reject the tips you get from any source. For example, I once followed a faculty member who was talking to a group of about 150 college students and listened to that person
suggesting that what you wear to an interview really doesn't matter because you really want to be hired for your mind, not because of the way you're dressed. As a faculty member that might be true, but that doesn't necessarily mean that counseling will work for most college graduates who were soon present. In most
cases, interviewers will be concerned about whether you're dressed professionally or not. You warn yourself of all top 10 lists and free eNewsletters. A job seeker recently asked me if I thought the strategies to overcome the screening phase of the interview process that were included in a recent email blast actually
worked. Maybe I'm out of touch, but I don't think writing PERSONAL &amp;&amp; CONFIDENTIAL in the bottom left corner of an envelope will increase your chances of getting past the hiring manager or administrative assistant of the HR representative - especially since most companies target applicants on their
website. The article also suggested handwriting compared to writing the envelope – does it really matter? Really? The same advice my mother gave me 22 years ago? With all the things recruiters have to pay attention to during the hiring process, I'd like to think they're not going to burn too many calories about whether
you put an envelope on the printer or decided to show off your italic writing skills. Unfortunately, it's not always easy to sift through all the career tips out there to say what works and what doesn't. Before jumping on the nine free tips to get your resume noticed by potential recruiters, get feedback from some other sources.
When you do, you will have more information at hand and this will help you make a more informed decision. And since we're on the subject, what's the worst professional advice you've ever received? Shawn Graham is Director of CAREER MBA Services at the University of Pittsburgh and author of Courting Your Career:
Match Yourself with the Perfect Job(www.courtingyourcareer.com). Investopedia uses cookies to a great user experience. By using Investopedia, you agree to our use of cookies. The current model has already been shown to be insufficient, and the consequences of inaction could affect not only the retailers themselves,
but millions of users worldwide. Blockchain can't remove it from the equation, but it can reduce the burden that trust puts on any system. Blockchain has the potential to solve many of the problems facing advertising networks, including rampant fraud that is rapidly, and unfortunately, becoming a focal point of contention
within the industry. By creating models that disintermediate and give users more control, blockchain-based auto-sovereignty IDs and associated data markets redefine the balance of power that encompasses digital identities. The acceptance and opportunities granted by blockchain support by big names like Amazon and



Google add to the continued momentum while paving the way for further disruption. Identifying and appreciating the human presence in the markets is crucial to determine what kind of future cryptocurrency it has. Smart contracts apparently create automatically enforceable agreements, but the reality is that this
blockchain technology still has a long way to go. Unlike current standards for awarding miles and points to loyal customers that come with numerous restrictions attached, new blockchain-based services are demonstrating that the ability to build a model that serves everyone... For an industry that has been resistant to
incorporating evolving technology into mixing, travel and tourism is ripe for disruption that will touch on all phases of the customer experience. Just as institutional investors rushed to recognize the benefits of automated trading solutions, cryptocurrency investors will be the latest beneficiaries of introducing these services
to the blockchain ecosystem. Smaller companies that offer big improvements over Ethereum's use of smart contracts. With blockchain-based platforms, it's not that gatekeepers will have no role in the future - just more of a limited footprint. Blockchain's ability to store information has applications and effects across
industries. The next generation of blockchain power users will be companies in their own sense, motivating new users for example. While blockchain can and has already had a strong impact on P2P lending and other forms of financing, it still needs to answer questions that traditional models are currently unable to
resolve. For companies and their ITDMs, the key is to have a blockchain strategy in place. The technology offers capabilities that could benefit most companies, but additional improvements are bound to come as these platforms evolve their... Ultimately, successful ecosystems are what inspire users to consolidate
activities within them. The tokens make participation in these ecosystems not only convenient, but also potentially profitable. In the same way that agree the format of brochure of a passport and the information included in, also must do so for the next generation of ID. E-commerce tools allow you more control (and
benefits), but require an investment. Just as consumers, once benefited from centralization, will also benefit from its reversal. Load more e-commerce is is is for consumers and companies to exchange goods and services over the Internet, according to Sell Online. The different forms of e-commerce include business to
business and from business to consumer. According to the University of Missouri-St. Louis, e-commerce is essentially business through interconnected networks. In B2C transactions, consumers often deal with retail sites from which items are purchased online. B2B transactions mainly include suppliers and retailers
dealing with payments for manufactured items. On the business side, the most common transactions are purchase orders, invoices, advanced ship warnings and pricing information. In addition, many companies use shopping basket software to catalog their current inventory and set up business accounts to accept online
payments. Much of this online activity is facilitated through an electronic exchange of data. This exchange allows consumers and retailers to set up data links between them so retailers can securely track customer orders. For EDI transactions to work properly, item numbers must be recognized by both consumers and
retailers around the world. According to the Product Marketing Association, which offers advice to produce and floral businesses, the biggest obstacle in e-commerce is the lack of standard product identification. As more companies normalize their networks to those of their respective buyers or sellers, experts predict
exponential e-commerce growth as the line between paper and online transactions blurs. Whether you love or hate your work, you probably spend a good amount of time contemplating what's coming. The Career Channel helps you explore the world of work and know your job options. Have a question about prices?
Connect with Software Advice to learn about potential unexpected costs, price ranges, prices for other recommended alternatives, and more. If last holiday season was any indication, social trading is set to increase in the 2020s. According to research Smartly.io, a social media advertising automation platform,
consumers are now shopping through social media. And social advertising influences your purchases. So what exactly does social commerce include? A Simple DefinitionSocial commerce is the term for the purchase and sale of items and services on social networks. In 2015, Small Business Trends noticed the growth of
social commerce activities. Social media offered Buy It buttons for companies to add to their pages in time for the holidays. Since then, companies have found phenomenal success with trading from buyers who get to learn more about a product by taking orders and payments through a social app. It's smart to create a
social commerce strategy, as studies show that social media influences 74 percent of consumer purchasing decisions. The examples of social commerce are numerous, such as: Provide chat boxes so consumers can ask about products and servicesPass services to buy and sell Make electronic payments available
through social networks List of local products on Facebook MarketplaceProduct Pins with prices displayed on PinterestBuyable Pins to buy products directly from PinterestYouTube videos with Google purchase ads below Connection codes and links to products on InstagramWhat works in social commerce? When
Smartly.io asked consumers what main factors influenced their decision to buy a product through a social media ad, 35 percent said a compelling or engaging video, animation or image mattered most, followed by customer testimonials (32 percent) and influencers' participation (26 percent). Because social media is all
about visuals, the most popular product categories for social sale are clothing and accessories (17 percent), electronics (15 percent), beauty/wellness (11 percent) and household goods (10 percent). What Are the Main PlatformsBuffer.com the main players on the social trading platform are Instagram, Pinterest and
Facebook. Snapchat recently added a shopping channel called Shop and Cop, which allows mobile users to browse products and shop directly in the app instead of heading to a separate website. Other platforms offer social commerce features such as:Facebook: In addition to buying ads on Facebook, companies can
also change the template of their pages to a purchasing template. After providing some details about your business, such as what you sell, where it stands for you, and how payment is accepted, simply add a product and have created a Facebook store. Adding a product is also easy, you just need a title, product details,
an image and inventory and shipping information. Instagram: Because Instagram is owned by Facebook, once you set up a store on Facebook, Instagram's social commerce only takes a few more steps. Make sure your Instagram account is a company account and connect to your Facebook account through settings.
On Facebook you need to connect to Instagram through the Facebook Ads Manager settings. Pinterest: Last year, Pinterest renamed its third-party partner program Pinterest Partners to start more shopping experiences. Partners now provide services such as advertising, content marketing, measurement, creativity, and
purchases in more categories. WooCommerce is now a partner at Pinterest and helps companies create e-commerce experiences. Benefits of social commerceWith billions of users and numbers growing daily, social media platforms are a must for any successful growth strategy. In addition, since social media increases
website traffic, social commerce efforts lead to a higher ranking of search engines. The benefits don't stop there. Social commerce puts your brand in front of consumers frequently. And it gives consumers the opportunity to communicate with their business – to ask questions and get product advice. Use social commerce
to build strong relationships and engage with potential customers. As you increase your social trading efforts, it's important to boost sales. Consumers can learn from a new product or service through social media, but actually make the purchase elsewhere. Tracking sales and studying social commerce campaign metrics
can help you improve your marketing strategies and drive brand recognition. Picture: Depositphotos.comMore in: Facebook, Instagram Instagram
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